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Lindsay Macgregor

Plague Doctor

The man with a beak like a bird
waits to be called to peck at the living
who are soon to be dead.

The man with a beak like a bird
and hair as lank as the reeds in the stank,
crosses out names, deleting the living
who are soon to be dead.

The man with a beak like a bird
and hair as lank as the reeds in the stank,
with eyes of red glass, tells a story
where everyone dies, soothing the living
who are soon to be dead.

The man with a beak like a bird
and hair as lank as the reeds in the stank,
with eyes of red glass and a cane
to stave off the fear, feels the moment
death nears, as he lays out the living
who are soon to be dead.

The man with a beak like a bird
and hair as lank as the reeds in the stank,
with eyes of red glass, and a cane
to stave off the fear, wears a shroud
doused in suet and spices and wax.

One flea gets a bite – 
and he joins the living
who are soon
to be
dead.
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Ross Stewart

The New Kind of Quiet

5

It’s really dark here now. Completely black. The numbers on 
my watch don’t even glow anymore. I didn’t think about light 
until the bulb started to go all funny, sort of flickering and 
buzzing. Then it popped and went out forever. There are no 
switches on the walls so I can’t try and switch it back on again, 
and the bulb’s too high to reach. I’ve tried pulling the chest 
over and standing on it but I still can’t reach. I think it’s one 
hand too high.

I can’t remember what things looked like before – the colours 
anyway – but everything’s still the same. From the bare wall 
to the shelves is seven steps. Or fifteen baby steps. I can do 
it in three jumps. From the pipe-wall to the door-wall is eight 
steps or eighteen baby steps. I can sometimes do that in three 
jumps too but most of the time it’s just more than three. The 
room is probably square but the shelves sort of squish the 
shape a bit. I think the walls are eighteen hands high. I can 
only reach twelve hands from the floor, and when I stand on 
the chest I can reach sixteen hands because the chest is four 
hands high, but I think there are two more hands to the ceiling. 

I can reach the top of the door when I stand on the chest. It 
is fifteen hands high. I measure the door a lot. It’s metal and 
it’s cold and it leaves a funny feeling on your hands, like when 
you used to go outside and touch lots of things and your palms 
and fingers would feel all horrible. When the bulb went out 
there used to be a thin gap on one side of the door where light 
came in and there was sometimes even a breeze. I could put 
my eye up to it and feel the air on my eyeball, drying it up, but 
I couldn’t see anything. Then one day the gap was gone and 
there was nothing.
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Counting Butterflies

The numbers rise,
each one a lick of colour
above tormentil, bedstraw,
the shuttered purple burr of thistle.

In twos and threes
Meadow Brown and Small Heath 
flit low
while Green-veined White and Fritillary
chase the breeze
spinning against the spruce.

In the afternoon it rained and rained
and still the numbers rose,
from Haugesund to Bodo
Trondheim, Bergen, Oslo.

By nightfall
the sky had cleared and stilled to grey
speared with silvered moths, light as ash. 

Alison Grant
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I don’t know how long I’m supposed to wait. I once tried to 
count a whole day. I listened to the seconds and counted them 
up, but then I forgot where I was. I hugged the pipe that time 
too. The pipe used to warm up sometimes, before everything 
went the new kind of quiet, and I would sleep under it. Now 
I sleep anywhere and just lean my face on my watch. I don’t 
count the ticking. I just listen to it. I fall asleep when the ticking 
goes inside. At first I can feel it on my cheek, ticking against 
my skin, and then I can feel it go into my teeth, and into my 
bones. Then it seems to go right inside, ticking right into my 
brain, and down into my body, and that’s when I go to sleep.

6

There are still forty-two bottles of water on the shelves. I line 
up the empty ones beside the bucket and when the bucket 
is full I fill them. One time I filled up a bottle and lost the lid. I 
crawled all over the floor, around and around and around, but 
I couldn’t find it. I held on to the pipe and cried. The smell got 
really bad. Then I found it underneath the middle shelf. I had 
to reach in my arm right up to the shoulder and it hurt, but it 
was there. I’m careful with the lids now. But I sometimes play 
a game with them. I sit up the full bottles in the middle of the 
floor, lined up in a special way, and then I sit with my back 
against the shelves. Then I take the lid of an empty bottle and 
roll it across the floor. The bottles make different sounds when 
they get hit because of what’s in them, and I try to hit them in a 
special order, kind of like a song.

I keep the can-opener on the chest. It opens the cans. There 
are sixty-four cans left. They’re meant to be in order and you 
should take them from left to right, front to back, but I stopped 
doing that. I don’t think it matters if you get the same thing 
twice in a row. I don’t play with the empty cans. They’re sharp. 
They’re kept in the chest.

Sometimes I worry about time. When the numbers of things go 
down I sometimes worry about the number zero. But not really, 
because I know that the number of steps from the bare wall 
to the shelves will always be seven, and the number of steps 
from the pipe-wall to the door-wall will always be eight, and the 
chest will always be four hands high, and the walls will always 
be the same hands high even if I don’t know what it is. But I 
sometimes worry about time because I can hear it. There is 
only one noise now, except when I’m moving about, and that’s 
the noise of my watch. It ticks and ticks with the same tick. I 
used to think it went tick, tock, tick, tock, but when you listen to 
it you can make it swap around in your head, so it goes tock, 
tick, tock, tick. And if you listen really carefully, you can hear 
that it actually just goes tick, tick, tick, tick all the time.



Sandra Ireland

One for the Road
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She’d left on a Wednesday, slipping out the back door, soft 
as a stray cat, never looking back. She’d seen it all before 
anyway, the broken couch strewn with fast-food litter, waxy, 
soggy, stinking of garlic and grease, and him glued to it, 
prostrate, in just his tartan boxers.

      
After three nights kipping on a friend’s floor, she’s on the 
overnight bus from Dundee to London. The driver is jolly, 
like Santa in a blue shirt, but he’s not to be messed with. At 
Dunfermline a young guy with the pallid edginess of a junkie 
tries to board without a ticket. The driver has been here 
before, and speaks the language.

 “Nae  ticket, nae travel.”

“Ah’ve lost ma ticket. Ah bought a ticket and Ah’ve lost it, eh? 
Let’s on the bus, pal?”

 
“No. Aff the bus!”

Another five minutes of arguing and cursing and the man leaps 
off the bus to begin a pantomime rant at a trio of inspectors. 
Their yellow vests of officialdom make the girl tense. She 
imagines her Facebook picture on posters in the bus station 
and shrinks in her seat. Have you seen this girl? A pensioner 
with a crochet hat and a Woman’s Weekly is settling into the 
seat in front, folding up her anorak, trying to make eye contact. 
She brings out a bag of Murray Mints and jiggles them.

 “One for the road, dear?” 

The girl shakes her head and turns away.

 

Hollie Gibson

Petrol Spill on Water

8

I was clear.
A puddle.  
Untainted 
and shallow.
Inexperienced waters
that knew nothing 
of love.  
Rain drops
every so often.  
 
Splash.
Spill.
You came along. 
Poisonous addiction:
repulsive, magnificent.  
Contamination of the bland
and clear.  
 
A new layer.
Your bright colours seeped
into each other 
and me. 
A curving rainbow,
we melt into each other
over a bed of tarmac.
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The mobile dies. The jeep slows at some lights and he makes 
a grab for the door, swings outward with it and hits the tarmac 
with bare feet running. He races at the jeep, coming down on 
the back window with both fists. His abductors panic and gun 
the engine, almost knocking him to the ground. He watches as 
the caravan swings away into the night. He stands there in the 
road in his boxers. No shoes, no wallet, no phone.   

The first vehicle he sees is the Dundee to London bus. The 
girl spots him first, judges him by his Union Jack boxers and 
sneers. A word with the driver and he ends up sitting across 
from her. He is lucid now, more confident that he is homeward 
bound. He tries a cheeky half-smile.

      
“Someone nicked my caravan and I was in it at the time.”

“Unlucky”

“I’ll say. Pardon the boxers, by the way.”

“Seen it all before, except my old man wears tartan ones.” 
She turns away, but he continues:

“The driver’s calling the cops.” 
She stares at him, hard.

“Not the cops! Not the bloody cops. Do you know how long  
it’s taken me to escape from some boozed up bastard in 
stinking boxers?”

He is taken aback by her venom.

“Hey, I’m the injured party here. I‘d had one or two, I’ll admit, 
but there I was, doing no harm to anyone…”

“They’re gonna take me back now, the cops. Take me back to 
that filthy pig-sty with him sleeping it off on the couch.”

“I was just sleeping it off, minding my own business, when they 
stole it…”

10

“One for the road, Barry?”
         

The words slither along the wet bar. Barry is squashed 
between his drinking buddies, three jellied eels crammed in  
a bowl. 

“Kath’ll kill me. And the dog needs out. Maybe jus’ the one, then.”

“You still kippin’ in that caravan on your drive, Barry?”

“Your missus might let you back in the house tonight Barry, if 
you play your cards right!”

Much, much later, he settles down in the mildewed caravan, 
under a blanket that stinks of dog. Another hour after that 
and rocking disrupts his dreams. He is rolling around in his 
own sweat and there is pain behind the bridge of his nose, 
sourness in his throat. It’s still dark, but the tweed curtain is 
flapping at the window, the glass juddering.  

He leaps from the bunk and bangs his still-sore skull on 
the overhead locker. His discarded trousers trip him and he 
flounders against the front window, tearing at the curtain, trying 
to make sense of the passing road-blur. He is being towed 
behind a black jeep.

He scrabbles wildly at the pile of clothing, looking for his phone.

“Police? I’ve been stolen! Help me, I don’t know where I am. 
Well, I was in Essex but I might be heading north. I… what? 
Calm down? I’m in a bloody caravan doing ninety down a 
bloody motorway. No, it’s stolen. No, not by me! It’s my bloody 
caravan! Wait…oh shit. Oh shit!”
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Kathy Patton McLemore

when the multis came down

I hadn’t planned to
but I thought about you
the day the multis came down

the sound of their implosion
brought back my heart’s explosion
an eerie premonition, a painful pang
triggered by the way the phone rang and rang

I tried not to
but I thought about you
the day the multis came down

the crowd roared with delight
when freaked-out birds took flight
again I saw the stretcher rolling away
marking the end of a perfect summer day

I didn’t mean to
but I thought about you
the day the multis came down

the stillness of the summer air
the police siren’s blare
my strange grief-stricken scream
on realizing it wasn’t a dream

12

“He stole my childhood, that filthy, drunken pig.”

“It was a bit of a sty, that caravan, but it was worth 
something…”

 “He was worthless. No wonder my mother left.”

“She’s turned the kids against me, the missus, just ‘cause I 
enjoy a pint now and then…”

“Every bloody day, sleeping it off in his boxers and me 
cleaning up after him…”

The police thump through the sleepy bus.
 
“Mr Barry Winston? Don’t worry, sir. We’ll take your statement 
in the car and get you home.”

The bus is full of uniforms. The girl sees a policewoman 
among them, and a thin, blonde girl with a large plastic badge 
round her neck. An officialdom badge.
       

Later, she is placed in a police car alongside the woman 
from Social Services. She doesn’t know what will happen, 
but she is resigned to it, she’s been here before. There is a 
moment, in the car park, when the two cars draw level, one 
heading north, the other heading south. There is a moment 
when their gazes unite, Barry Winston, and the troubled 
teenager from Dundee. Just briefly. They have nothing in 
common, after all.
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But there were far more important questions that constantly 
paralysed my mind so that I couldn’t concentrate on the things 
the teachers were saying:
Why won’t any of the other children play with me?
Why doesn’t my dad talk?
Why was mum crying again last night?
 
The voices of teachers at the front of the classroom suddenly 
alerted me. I concentrated on my book and scratched at it with 
my pen. They would stop saying anything interesting if they 
thought you were paying attention. The voices paused briefly 
while two sets of eyes flicked over to me, then resumed their 
exchange.

“Why hasn’t this girl done the same work as the other 
children?” asked Miss Taylor – a motherly looking lady with 
kind eyes who I hoped would be my new form teacher after  
the summer holidays.

Mrs Floodthain, a short skinny lady with a vast bosom, thrust a 
tottering pile of atlases onto the front of her desk and looked up.

“Ah… she’s mentally retarded” she said comfortably, reaching 
over to flap at a coating of chalk dust from her registry book 
before blowing at it.  “You can’t expect her to do the same 
work as the other children”.  

“Oh,” said Miss Taylor, who looked at me for a moment, sighed, 
then slapped my jotter shut and moved to another task.

Gwen went into the bakers on Tuesday and bought 23 buns, 
costing 7 pence each.  How much did she have to pay the 
baker in total? Write this figure to 3 decimal points, as an 
equation, and in Orthodox Greek.

And now I pondered on this new and unexpected piece of 
information.  I was mentally retarded. I inserted the blunt end 
of my pencil carefully up my nose far enough to get wedged.  
Slowly I let go and began to twist my head from side to side.  

Hazel Ellis-Saxon

One Like David
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It was the May of 1970, and another sepia, rain-spattered 
afternoon. I sat alone in a classroom, two sides of which were 
dominated by enormous grubby metal framed windows that 
reached from waist height almost to the ceiling. Through these 
came the subdued shouts and laughter of children enjoying 
themselves in the playground, and I yearned to be allowed 
out to enjoy the games, even though I knew I would not be 
allowed to join in. 

My exercise book lay open before me on the desk: 

If a car left London at 10am going at 30mph towards 
Edinburgh, and a lorry left Edinburgh at 10am going at 60mph 
heading towards London, what time would they meet in the 
centre of Lake Titicaca the following year?

I pulled at my left ear lobe for a bit then tried to insert a piece 
of sodden blotting paper up my left nostril.

If I had 17 toilet rolls and 84 bags of frozen peas, what would 
be the best way to make soup to feed 34 relatives and a dead 
sheep at a Chinese wedding?

My form teacher, Mrs McDonald, was wiping headings from 
yesterday’s monologue on Victorian ladies’ underwear from 
the blackboard.  Many questions remained in my mind about 
the Victorian ladies’ underwear: 
Who cares? 
Why do we need to know?  
Would it make any difference at all to my mum or dad if I never 
knew what material hoop petticoats were made of?  
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Suddenly, for the first time ever, the world began to make sense 
for me.  And I wondered why they’d never told me before. 

And if I embarrassed my mum and dad very much. And if they 
minded a great deal. 

And if they could ever love a daughter who was one like David.

16

A skilful trick this, requiring a fine sense of balance and 
considerable nerve, as discovery in this position by a teacher 
always led to trouble. I continued twisting my head slowly 
from one side with my eyes fixed on the window and the bleak 
wintery day.

Mentally retarded.  

That meant thick.  

I knew that, because my cousin David was one and whenever 
his name came up in our house his stupidity was always 
the focus of the conversation. That and how he was always 
breaking things. 

Everyone in his family seemed to dislike David.  Everyone in 
my family did too – even my mum, a gentle and loving person, 
had been critical.  And my father, who seldom spoke and never 
criticised anybody ever, had been heard to grunt in agreement.  

Mentally retarded?  That was why I wasn’t like the other kids.  
I was one like David. I spent some time musing over the 
implications of this, allowing them to sink in. 

No wonder school work was so unmanageable. I was mentally 
retarded. I would never be able to do school work like the 
other kids.

No wonder no one would be my friend. I was mentally 
retarded. I would never be allowed to make friends with 
normal kids.

No wonder I was the thickest and most annoying person in our 
family.  I was mentally retarded. I would always be the thickest 
and most annoying person in our family.
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This teacher’s desiccated life
Will disappear
In a puff of chalk dust
And no-one will notice.
But you can’t hear me yet
As you keep on running for the sanctuary
Of your cotton summer frock.

Sports Day 1960 (In Doric)

‘At glaikit quine’s
Wearin’ i wrang drawers!
Yon teacher wifie’s
Up tae high doh.
Far’s yer navy anes
Ye feel gowk?
Yiv a race tae run i’ day.
Mi ma’s awa 
Till er jobbie
An’ there wisna time.
‘N ma da’s on the broo ae no,
But he winna dae wifie’s work.

A’ the quines
Keheein’ an’ lachin
Behind their sleekit mitts.
Nivir min’ bonnie bairn.
Ye’ll rise abune it a’
Some day
Like i mannie at’ll 
Ging aboot on the moon.
An’ the teacher wifie’ll
Choke herself
In her ain stoor.
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Fiona Cartmell

Sports Day 1960

Look
At 
That
Girl!
The teacher’s ordered world
Descends to chaos
At the sight
Of light blue summer pants
Where navy knickers
Ought to be
Atop your spindly legs.
Your tiny hands 
Too small to cover shame
And the race must be run
Past the gauntlet of giggling girls.

I am so close
I can hear your heart beat,
Could reach out
To touch your soft child’s curls
And whisper in your ear
There’s a revolution coming!
You’ll wear flowers in your hair
And a man will walk 
On the moon.
You’ll learn all there is to know
About love
And cheer your children on
When they run their races
Wearing proper shorts.
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Later, in Bay House, when the evening light had gone, I was 
ensconced by a log fire, my digestive system having been 
tested and found to be in excellent condition. I had just roused 
myself from an enjoyable dinner-induced torpor, when my host 
joined me. “Well Weston, how did you enjoy Kentucky?”

I smiled at his remark as I filled my pipe. This was my old 
friend playing his favourite game, a game I hadn’t engaged 
in for some years. I blew some smoke up to the ceiling and 
tapped my chin with the pipe stock. You see I had made no 
mention of such a trip and we had been out of contact for two 
years at least. How the deuce did the fellow do it?

I settled deep into the armchair, crossed my legs, waited for a 
pause in his violin tuning, then said, 

“Well, I say, Mr. Sherbrook Combes, impress me with your 
amazing powers of deduction.”

“Well,” my friend replied, giving his violin a humanitarian rest, 
“it really is quite…”

“Elementary?” I offered.

“Oui, exactement, mon ami. You see the ash from your pipe 
suggests one of two tobaccos. My first inclination was that it 
was Shade, which if we assume for the time being that you 
purchased it in the country of production, would place you 
in the Americas, in either Connecticut or Massachusetts. 
However, my intelligence has it that both states suffered 
catastrophic crop failure due to hailstorms last year which 
would suggest that the price for whatever crop survived would 
this year be higher than even your annual income would allow 
my dear Weston… 
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John Mooney

The Amazing Deductive Powers of  
Mr Sherbrook Combes

The evening light was fading and I was anxious to make my 
destination before the ancient pibroch sounded, for I had 
heard tell tales of wild haggis roaming the hills after dark.  
At last I arrived at the sleepy little hamlet on the coast where  
I hoped to play a little golf and find an old and dear friend,  
but not in that particular order. There were at least half a 
dozen houses so I stopped for directions at a charming stone 
cottage overlooking the bay and hailed an old gentleman 
tending his beehives.

“I say, can you tell me which of these houses is ‘Bay House’?” 

The gentleman was bent over with his back to me, engrossed 
in some apian activity and did not react to my enquiry. I was 
about to repeat myself, thinking him hard of hearing, when he 
spoke, without pause or deflection from his business.  

“Ah weel sir, if it’s the ‘Bay Hoose’ yer efter then that wid be 
the hoose peering over the bay”

“Yes old chap” I countered, “but all the houses look over the bay.”

“Na, na laddie, there is but ane. Noo seek oot them that’s 
peering ower the sea, ha, then whit’s left wull be that whit’s 
peering ower the bay. Noo if that’s a hoose, ye’ll hae found the 
‘Bay Hoose’.”

I looked more closely at the houses. By Jove, he was right. 
“But this is the only house not looking over the sea, so this is 
‘Bay House’?”  His answer astounded me. “Elementary, my 
dear Weston.”
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Jane Baston

Outing

As
I step
out in my
crisp white dress I
miss my trim Buddha.
I think of you rising 
and straining against your strap
my precious six month suffragette.

22

This leads me to Aromatic Open-Fire Leaf-Cured, a tobacco 
produced mainly in two other states - namely Kentucky and 
Tennessee.  Now I’m quite sure that Aromatic Open-Fire Leaf-
Cured can be purchased elsewhere, but not normally in the 
amounts you have with you. You must forgive me old friend, I 
had the occasion to enter the guest room earlier and could not 
help but notice the rather large bulging tobacco pouch on the 
dressing table. A purchase, I deduce, of that amount would be 
made with the grower rather than a retailer…

So, Kentucky or Tennessee? If my memory serves me well, you 
have a one-legged, tap-dancing second cousin in Tennessee 
and that’s why I deduce you have spent some time recently 
in Kentucky. You see I further remember that you found that 
particular member of your family rather noisy and tedious.”

“By Jove Combes,” I exclaimed, “your uncanny powers of 
reasoning are astounding.”

I left Combes seated in front of the smouldering fire to retire to 
my chamber and long into the watches of the night I heard the 
low melancholic wailings of his violin and knew that, despite 
his retreat from the front line of crime detection, his mind found 
no rest, whilst the mystery of musicality eluded him.
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Each girl
singled out with
a bony finger
takes up the baton
of the next lines
and runs
clutching it,
dry-mouthed
to pass it on.
 
If I should die, think only this of me:
That there’s some corner of a foreign field
That is for ever Catholic.

For this loveless nun, I pray,
let there be a heaven.                 
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Fran Baillie 

Lest We Forget

We hear her heavy footfall,
the wheeze of black brogues as we wait in line.                            
She arrives a breathless black mass, 
a rustling bustle of body,
gimlet-eyed, her tangled crucifix                                                     
and the jangle of that massive rosary
an alarm, a battle-siren.

Sister twists the key in the lock.
Her wedding ring glints,
a symbol of her pact with Him.
A droned Agnus Dei and we are lambs to the slaughter,
the captive audience caught under that raven’s wing.
We hear and abhor the dull rub of heavy-duty tights
and watch single sweatdrops drip
from starched wimple onto rough serge.

This is our baptism of fire, 
our engagement with poetry,
our foray into no-man’s land, 
our act of remembrance.
The tawse glowers on her desk, 
a silent witness, a gauntlet,
lest we forget.

All night long The Soldier has marched backward and forward
through our heads;
Brooke’s words have stood to attention,
relentlessly inspected. 
Now we tremble.
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Hollie Gibson is a twenty year old Dundonian in her third year 
at the University of Dundee, studying English and Creative 
Writing. She is delighted that ‘Petrol Spill on Water’ has been 
selected for Dundee Writes as this will be her first piece of 
work to be published.

Sandra Ireland is a 3rd year undergraduate at the University 
of Dundee, studying English and Creative Writing. She has 
had two poems published to date, but sees herself more as a 
fiction writer. This is the first of her short stories to appear in 
print, although her work has been read out at the Byre Theatre 
and at the Pitlochry Winter Words Festival.
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Andy Jackson

Market Forces Sweetheart

What kind of town is this? Nowhere to chain the bike, 
railings full as inquisitionary racks, train strike 
in its twenty-seventh day, talks suspended. 
You were solid once, but poison in the papers  
has a hold, comradeship reduced to vapour 
in the elemental fires of the capital. Safer 
to rely on debit cards than cash, or human nature. 
Your Visa card sees all - which credit is extended,  
which peccadilloes cannot be excused. You touch 
its corners in your pocket. Flexible, but not that much.   

What you really need, apart from futons and a toaster, 
is a sense of life lived in the black. The glossy posters 
talk of easy terms, economies beyond comprehension. 
God knows you could use a little slack, 
a payment holiday. Perhaps a measured shock, 
a busted boom, a closing of the books, 
might end the never-never. It’s five o’clock 
here in the pantheon, the tannoy barks attention. 
We take our shoes and socks off, join the crowds above, 
sing the corporate anthem in the shopping mall of love. 
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Kathy Patton McLemore was born in the US, but for the 
past ten years has lived in Dundee. She holds a BA English 
(cum laude) from Ursuline College in Ohio, and is a fervent 
believer in education, having worked with Dundee University’s 
Alumni Department as a former member of the Scottish Alumni 
Officer’s Network.  Her poems have been published in the US 
and the UK.

Hazel Ellis-Saxon took a degree in Social Work before 
completing the MLitt in Writing Practice and Study in 
November 2011.  Much of her work is memoir, and she is 
currently completing a book on her experiences of being the 
mother of a young child with anorexia. She is now working 
with Angus and Fife social work departments and a number of 
independent and charitable organisations, running therapeutic 
creative writing workshops.

Fiona Cartmell is currently studying for a MLitt in the Creative 
Writing programme at the University of Dundee. Her first 
degree, from Aberdeen University, was in Law. She has 
worked for a number of years now as a therapist with patients 
with mental health issues, including Alzheimer’s and dementia, 
at a hospital in Edinburgh. She is also a musician. And soon to 
be a grandmother!

John Mooney is a retired Further Education lecturer, married 
with a grown up family and six great grandchildren, so has 
plenty time for scribbling. He is a member of Esther Read’s 
‘Continuing as a Writer’ group in the Department of Continuing 
Education at the University of Dundee. His hobbies include 
cycling, golf (without rules) and walking. Inspiration comes 
from long cycle runs.

Jane Baston is originally from Oxfordshire and has taught 
English in Lebanon, India and the USA as well as the UK. She 
currently teaches in the Academic Achievement Teaching Unit, 
University of Dundee. She has published on seventeenth and 
nineteenth century literature and is now keen to develop her 
writing through memoir and poetry. Editors and contributors may be contacted via:

dundeewrites@dundee.ac.uk

Fran Baillie is a Dundonian currently studying for a MLitt in 
Writing Practice and Study.  She graduated from the University 
of Dundee in 1998 and taught for 12 years at Dundee College 
in the Special Programmes Department, the experience of a 
lifetime!  She dipped a toe in the water when she attended 
Jim Stewart’s inspiring poetry evening class in Continuing 
Education just before retirement and was hooked. Her poem 
‘Lest We Forget’ may resonate with Dundonians whose 
experience of education included tutoring by The Sisters.

Andy Jackson is Medical Librarian at Ninewells Hospital. 
His first poetry collection The Assassination Museum was 
published by Red Squirrel in 2010. He is editor of Split Screen, 
an anthology of poetry inspired by movies & TV, due out in 
2012, and co-editor of an historical anthology of poetry about 
the city of Dundee, to be published via Dundee University 
Press later this year.

Jennifer Paton is a Graphic Design student at Duncan Of 
Jordanstone College of Art and Design. She is from Paisley 
but is very much enjoying studying up in Dundee. She has an 
online portfolio at: www.toomanyballoons.com




